Synergistic effect of honey and Nigella sativa on wound healing in rats
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Abstract

Purpose: To investigate the therapeutic potential of honey, Nigella sativa (N. sativa) and their combination in rat model of excisional wound healing.

Methods: A circular excision wound was established in the back region of 50 Wistar rats. Subsequently, they were divided into 5 groups and daily topical administration of lanolin in the control group, honey in the honey group, cold-pressed N. sativa seed oil in the N. sativa groups, mix of 1:1 ratio of honey and N. sativa seed oil in the mix group, and phenytoin cream in the phenytoin group were used. Then, wound surface areas were evaluated using digital camera immediately after the injury and at post excision days 5, 10, 15 and 20.

Results: Significant reduction in wound surface area was observed within and between the groups (P < 0.001). In the post excision days 5, 10, 15 and 20 the wound surface areas in the mix group were significantly lower than the other groups followed by the phenytoin, honey, N. sativa, and control groups.

Conclusion: The wound healing may be improved and accelerated by using topical solutions of honey, N. sativa seed oil and especially their mixture.
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Introduction

Cutaneous wound healing is a significant concern in many pathologies induced by surgery, trauma, and burn. The process of cutaneous wound healing involves diverse phases of hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation and remodeling including a regulated cascade of bio-molecular events for regeneration and restoration. There are several studies addressing the factors that influence the wound healing process to find therapeutics that will improve wound healing however, much remains to be learned. Nowadays, the trend for using natural products for wound healing is growing worldwide.

Honey comprising wide range of flavonoids, phenolic acid, organic acids, enzymes and vitamins may improve wound healing. Collagen formation and fibroblast deposition can also be facilitated by the large amount of amino acids found in honey. Besides, antibacterial and anti-inflammatory properties of honey prevents delay in wound healing process. Nigella sativa (N. sativa), an annual flowering plant native to the South and Southeast Asia has been found to have antioxidative, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial and wound healing properties. However, toxicity has been reported with chronic and large surface area use of N. sativa. Thus, combination of the two substances may serve as an alternative approach to reduce possible side effects.

In the present study we are aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of honey, N. sativa seed oil and their combination in an experimental rat model of cutaneous wound healing.

Methods

This study was conducted after approval of the Animal Ethics Committee of Hamadan University of Medical Sciences, Iran. All required procedures were performed on animals after induction of general anesthesia. All efforts were made to minimize animals’ suffering during the experiment.

Fifty male albinos Wistar rats were studied with weight range of 200-220 grams. Rats were kept in separate clean cages. All animals were acclimated for 1 week before experiment under the temperature controlled (22°C ± 2°C) and humidity controlled (60% ± 5%) environment and 12 hour light/dark photocycles. Rat pellet and water were accessible ad libitum.

The rats were randomly divided into 5 groups, with 10 rats in each including control, honey, N. sativa, mix, and phenytoin groups. All were anesthetized with intraperitoneal xylazine 10 mg/kg and ketamine 80 mg/kg. After that, the skin was shaved using an electrical shaver and disinfected with 70% alcohol. A circular excision wound 2 cm in diameter was established in the back region of all rats with a surgical scalpel by a same surgeon. Subsequently, daily topical administration of 2 grams of lanolin (Darou Pakhsh Pharma Chem Co., Tehran, Iran) in the control group, honey obtained from west Alborz mountain region, Iran in the honey group, cold-pressed N. sativa seed oil (Barij Essence Company; Kashan, Iran) in the N. sativa groups, mix of 1:1 ratio of honey and N. sativa seed oil in the mix group, and phenytoin cream 1% (Darou Pakhsh Pharma Chem Co., Tehran, Iran) in the phenytoin group as a positive control group were used.

The honey was collected from the nectar of local plants in late spring from the mountainous region. For isolation of impurities, honey was filtered with 0.5 mm Whatman filter at 25 – 30°C temperature. The high temperature was not used in any way because the high heat causes loss of beneficial compounds of honey such as proline amino acid. The analysis of honey revealed 14.4% moisture, 68.91% reducing sugar, 1.82% sucrose, pH 3.81, fructose/glucose ratio 0.9, 0.03% Ash content, free acidity 15.2 mEq/kg and hydroxymethylfurfural 11.52 ppm.
The wound healing process in all animals was photographically observed at excision day (day 0) and post excision days 5, 10, 15, and 20 using images taken from skin wounds using a Panasonic LUMIX digital camera (LUMIX FZ1000 4K QFHD/HD 16X). The camera was fixed at a distance of 10 cm from the wound surface (vertical view) to calibrate the magnification of the photographs. In addition, a same fine-line ruler was kept at wound level at the time of imaging. Calculation of the wound area was performed by Digimizer 4.6.1 (MedCalc Software, Belgium, 2016) image analysis software.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS software (version 19.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). Data were compared using one-way ANOVA test. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

### Results

Expectedly, in the day 0, the wound surface area was not significantly different between the five groups (416.2 ± 7.4 mm², 411 ± 7.8 mm², 417 ± 8.9 mm², 414 ± 7.2 mm², and 421 ± 10.4 mm² in the control, N. sativa, honey, mix, and phenytoin groups, respectively). The measurements of wound surface area in the following post excision days in each group and their associations are shown in Figure 1. Interestingly, in the post excision days 5, 10, 15 and 20 the wound surface areas in the mix group were significantly lower than the other groups followed by the phenytoin, honey, N. sativa, and control groups except for the post excision days 15 and 20 in which the wound surface area of the phenytoin group was lower than the mix group however, the latter difference was not significant. The trend of reduction of wound surface area in the post excision days in each group are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 – A) The wound surface area in day 5 (p<0.001). B) The wound surface area in day 10 (p<0.001, except for the Nigella sativa vs. honey and mix vs. phenytoin group with p values 0.62 and 0.05, respectively). C) The wound surface area in day 15 (p<0.001, except for the mix vs. phenytoin group with p value 0.92.). D) The wound surface area in day 20 (p<0.001, except for the control vs. Nigella sativa, Nigella sativa vs. honey, honey vs. mix, and mix vs. phenytoin group with p values 0.14, .63, 0.03, and 0.98, respectively).
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Discussion

Topical administration of honey in our experimental study associated with significant reduction of wound surface area compared to the control group in the all 20 post excision days and compared to the phenytoin group in the first 5 post excision days. Positive impact of honey wound dressing has been shown by previous studies\textsuperscript{15-17}. Low pH, hydrogen peroxide, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial properties of honey are believed to be the contributing factors for the beneficial effect of honey in wound healing. Additionally, absorption of excessive wound exudate is possible due to hyperosmotic and hygroscopic capacity that causes weight gain under physiological condition\textsuperscript{5-7}.

Our investigation revealed that using cold pressed N. sativa seed oil was also associated with significant reduction of wound surface area compared to the control group in the 15 post excision days and compared to the phenytoin group in the first 5 post excision days. In a study by Yaman et al.\textsuperscript{18}, using N. sativa in a rat model of burn wound injury was associated with improved wound healing with no macroscopic or microscopic signs of infection. In another experimental study by Sarkhail et al.\textsuperscript{19} by applying hexanic extract of N. sativa seed on burn wound, the district of wound significantly decreased compare to the control group after 12 days. The antibacterial and immunomodulating effect of petroleum ether extract of N. sativa seeds was investigated by Abu-Al-Basal et al.\textsuperscript{20} in mice. In their study they showed that the healing process improved by decreasing the total and absolute white blood cells count, reducing tissue damage and decreasing bacterial expansion. Thymoquinone a major component of N. sativa seeds, is thought to be the responsible active molecule for the anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antibacterial properties of N. sativa which may lead to positive impact on wound healing\textsuperscript{21}.

In the honey and N. sativa seed oil yielded similar results on day 10 and 20, nevertheless, both groups were significantly weaker than phenytoin treatment. Analogous efficacy is suggested by the results.

In our study, the mixture of honey and N. sativa seed oil exhibited the best significant outcome compared to the control, honey or N. sativa groups in the all post excision days. Comparing to the phenytoin group, the mix group showed better early outcome in the post excision day 5 however, in the following days, the wound surface areas in the two groups were not significantly different.

Conclusion

The wound healing may be improved and accelerated by using honey, N. sativa seed oil and especially their mixture.
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